A Case of Mixed Malaria Infection with Severe Hemolytic Anemia after Travel to Angola

In Korea, *Plasmodium vivax* (*P. vivax*) is the most common agent of malaria infection. However, as travel to regions where malaria is endemic increases, so do the numbers of *Plasmodium falciparum* and mixed infections. *P. falciparum* predominates, while *P. vivax* is rare in west-central Africa. We report on a case of mixed malaria infection with severe hemolytic anemia caused by *P. falciparum* and *P. vivax* in a 38-year-old man after traveling to Angola. A diagnosis of *P. falciparum* malaria was made by microscopic examination. However, both *P. vivax* and *P. falciparum* were detected by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). As a radical cure for *P. vivax*, the patient was treated with mefloquine, artemether, and primaquine. Both *P. falciparum* and *P. vivax* had disappeared from peripheral blood by admission day 4, however, low grade fever and headache persisted, and his hemoglobin and hematocrit levels were depleted. A peripheral blood smear was negative for both *P. vivax* and *P. falciparum*; however, a direct anti-globulin test and anti-nuclear antibody test were positive, suggesting immune hemolytic anemia. After conservative treatment, which included a transfusion with packed red blood cells (RBC), his symptoms and signs showed improvement and laboratory findings were normalized.
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Introduction

Four *Plasmodium* species are generally infectious to humans, notably *Plasmodium falciparum* (*P. falciparum*), *P. vivax*, *P. malariae*, and *P. ovale*, as well as *P. knowlesi*, in rare cases. In South Korea, approximately 1,000 cases of malaria are reported annually [1]. However, in parallel with travel abroad, the number of patients infected with *P. falciparum* is increasing. In South Korea, the majority of malaria cases are caused by a single species. Mixed malaria infection is rare in Korea, and all reported cases have been imported [1]. In west-central Africa, *P. falciparum* is predominant and *P. vivax* is rare. And mixed infection with *P. falciparum* and *P. vivax* is also rare.

We report on a case of mixed infection with severe immune hemolytic anemia caused by *P. falciparum* and *P. vivax* after travel to Angola.
Case Report

A 36-year-old male patient visited the hospital with a three-day history of nausea, headache, abdominal pain, and fever for one day. Before admission to the hospital, he had traveled to Luanda and Angola for one month. Before going to Angola, he received a vaccine for yellow fever, but did not take prophylactic medication for malaria. On physical examination, he had no anemic conjunctiva, hepatosplenomegaly, body temperature 38.1℃, heart rate 113/min, respiration rate 22/min, and blood pressure 108/62 mmHg. He had been in good health. On admission, laboratory findings were as follows: platelet $220 \times 10^3$/mm$^3$, hemoglobin 13.7 g/dL, white blood cell $3.3 \times 10^3$/mm$^3$ (neutrophil 90%, lymphocyte 8%, monocyte 2%), AST/ALT 79/99 IU/L, total bilirubin 1.16 mg/dL, and Blood urea nitrogen (BUN)/Creatinine 6.0/0.9 mg/dL. Peripheral blood smear revealed that red blood cells (RBC) were normal in size, with a multiple ring form, and Mauer’s dots, and parasite density was 3.5% (Fig. 1). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed for identification of Plasmodium species. Anti-malarial chemotherapy using artemether 220 mg (3.2 mg/kg) was administered on the first day of treatment, and then, 110 mg (1.6 mg/kg) per day for four days, followed by mefloquine 1,250 mg (750 mg, then 500 mg 12 hr later). After anti-malarial treatment, parasite density decreased to 3.2% on day 1, 0.5% on day 2, and 0% on day 3. However, on day 4, the patient developed a single spiking fever up to 38.4℃ with abdominal discomfort. Abdominal computerized tomography was performed, but revealed only hepatosplenomegaly. On day 10, Plasmodium PCR revealed mixed infection of P. vivax and P. falciparum (Fig. 2). A 14-day schedule of primaquine 15 mg/day was started for radical cure of P. vivax. On day 11, hemoglobin had decreased to 7.9 g/dL, and the patient was discharged against advice. On day 14, he was re-admitted because of mild fever, dizziness, and abdominal pain. On physical examination, he had anemic conjunctiva, hepatosplenomegaly, body temperature 36.4℃, heart rate 72/min, respiration rate 18/min, and blood pressure 130/80 mmHg.

Laboratory findings at the second admission were as follows: Hb 5.9 g/dL, WBC $7.0 \times 10^3$/mm$^3$ (neutrophil 53%, lymphocyte 36%, monocyte 11%), platelet $223 \times 10^3$/mm$^3$, AST/ALT 43/23 IU/L, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) $3,967$ IU/L, total bilirubin 2.39 mg/dL, direct bilirubin 0.6 mg/dL, BUN 13.2 mg/dL, creatinine 0.8 mg/dL, proteinuria (+), microscopic hematuria (+), and urobilinogen (+). No malarial parasite was found in the peripheral blood smear (Fig. 3). Several tests were performed in order to evaluate the cause of aggravating anemia. Among those, the result of the direct anti-globulin test was positive for C3d type, indirect anti-globulin test was negative, haptoglobin 2.1 mg/dL and antinuclear antibody (ANA) was positive (titer 1:160), showing a nucleolar pattern. Immune hemolytic anemia was
suggested as a cause of anemia and conservative care, including transfusion of packed RBC, was administered. His symptoms, including fever, showed improvement, and his hemoglobin had recovered up to 9.9 g/dL before discharge from the hospital. At the outpatient clinic, the patient was fully recovered.

Discussion

Prevalence of mixed infection is relatively common in areas endemic for multiple malaria species, including Africa, east-south Asia, and Papua New Guinea [2–5]. In addition, travelers to these areas also have a relatively high prevalence of mixed infection. For example, 5% of infections in US Marines returning from Somalia were of mixed types [6]. However, the prevalence of mixed infection in Angola is generally low [7]. And the prevalence of \( P. \text{falciparum} \) is also low in Angola. In Angola, \( P. \text{falciparum} \) is observed in more than 92% of malaria patients, and \( P. \text{vivax} \) is observed in only 5–7% of malaria patients.

This low prevalence represents the high prevalence of the Duffy antigen-negative phenotype in these provinces, compared to other provinces and countries. Duffy antigen is the receptor for the plasmodial attachment to the red blood cell [8]. However, recent studies have reported that Duffy negative people could be infected with \( P. \text{vivax} \) [9]. Receptors other than Duffy antigen are considered as the cause of \( P. \text{vivax} \) infection in Duffy negative people [9].

The 10 cases of mixed infection reported in Korea for the years 2002 to 2008 represented 4% of the cases of imported malaria [1]. Since 2002, three cases of mixed malaria infection have been reported in Korea [10–12]. Three of these patients had traveled to Asia (Malaysia, Cambodia, and Papua New Guinea); two patients had cerebral malaria and one patient died. Contrary to previously reported cases involving mixed infection, our patient was not a relapsed case of malaria, but a case of progressive worsening, which was initially diagnosed as mono–species infection (\( P. \text{falciparum} \)).

Mixed infection may result from simultaneous inoculation of sporozoites from multiply infected mosquitoes. However, separate inoculation of sporozoites from mosquitoes infected with a single species is a major route of mixed infection. Entomological studies have reported a relatively low rate of mixed infection in mosquitoes, compared to the rate of human mixed infection. In Papua New Guinea, for example, only four of 175 infected mosquitoes were found to carry mixed malarial organisms (\( P. \text{falciparum} \) with \( P. \text{vivax} \)) [13], while the prevalence of mixed infection was relatively high (113 of 163) in patients [2]. In Angola, the rate of mixed infection in human beings is low (four of 245 patients), but the rate of mixed infection in mosquitoes is unknown. However, in Equatorial Guinea (neighboring country of Angola), the rate of mixed infection in human beings is higher than that in mosquitoes [9].

Clinical manifestations of mixed and mono–species infections are similar; however, prognosis for a mixed infection is better than that for a mono–species one. Some studies have reported a lower rate of severe disease in infection with both \( P. \text{falciparum} \) and \( P. \text{vivax} \) than in infection with \( P. \text{falciparum} \) only. Clinical symptoms such as anemia, fever, and parasitemia may occur less frequently or to lower degrees in mixed infection than in mono–species infection [14]. However, contradictory findings have also been reported [5].

The pathogenesis of anemia in malaria is complex: possible mechanisms include direct destruction of infected RBC, complement-mediated lysis of uninfected RBC, phagocytosis of uninfected RBC by spleen, retention of blood in spleen, bone marrow suppression, and inefficient erythropoiesis. Of these mechanisms, direct lysis of infected RBC plays a lesser role than immunologic processes, which have been shown to cause hemolytic anemia [15]. In one study, the prevalence of direct anti–globulin test (DAT) positivity was 56% and this finding showed an association with anemia [16]. Our patient was positive for DAT, the C3d fragment of C3 complement, and hemolytic anemia. We concluded that the severe anemia in our patient was caused by immune–mediated hemolysis.

Our patient also showed a nucleolar pattern of ANA staining.
with an ANA titer of 1:160. Positivity for ANA has been reported in 11% to 89% of malaria patients [17]. Such laboratory findings suggest an association of the immunological response to malaria with development of rheumatologic disease. Therefore, some researchers recommend follow-up serologic tests, such as ANA, or clinical examination for symptoms of rheumatologic disease [18].

Accurate diagnosis of malaria is important for appropriate management of the disease. Microscopic examination of a peripheral blood smear is the standard diagnostic method. When parasitemia occurs, microscopic examination is highly sensitive in identification of malaria species. A thick blood film provides greater sensitivity than a thin blood film, but requires more experience and skill in examination. Therefore, a thin blood film is used routinely for detection and counting of parasites. Rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs), such as malarial antigen or antibody detection using immunochromatographic assays (ICA) present alternatives to microscopic examination. Automated blood cell analysis, immunoassays, fluorescence microscopy, and molecular methods for malaria diagnosis are also in development. ICA methods are used most commonly in many endemic and non-endemic areas. The target antigens used are histidine-rich protein 2 (HRP-2) or lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), which are specific to *P. falciparum*, and aldolase or *Plasmodium* LDH, which are common malarial antigens. The performance of RDTs with ICA is generally acceptable for clinical use. The overall sensitivity of RDTs for *P. falciparum* and *P. vivax* has been reported as 90% [19]. However, at low levels of parasitemia, the sensitivity and specificity of RDTs are lower than at high levels of parasitemia, and these tests provide limited information on the positive or negative status of malaria, regardless of species. Thus, RDTs alone cannot accurately identify the infecting species or detect a mixed infection.

Molecular tests provide the most sensitive and conclusive tool for use in diagnosis of malaria, and can identify the infecting species and the presence of mixed infection. Amplification of the 18S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) yields different products according to the species present. The prevalence of malarial infection and mixed infection as evaluated using molecular tests is higher than the prevalence determined using microscopic examination or RDTs. Therefore, in patients suspected as having malaria, despite repeated negative microscopic examinations, molecular tests should be used for monitoring of treatment response, identification of species, and achievement of diagnosis. In the case of imported malaria, molecular tests are recommended in order to rule out mixed infection and to identify *P. falciparum* [20]. In our patient, based on microscopic examination, we initially suspected *P. falciparum*, however, results of PCR indicated a mixed infection.

In conclusion, the patient with imported malaria should undergo testing in order to exclude the possibility of mixed infection, which may lead to lethal complications, such as hemolytic anemia and splenomegaly. A mixed infection may be difficult to detect using microscopic examination or/and RDTs; therefore, molecular tests may be required. Because the risk of relapse is high, follow-up tests, such as the peripheral blood smear examination or complete blood cell count, are recommended.
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